ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

BUWZO TRANSITION (BUWZO.KRATR2)
HELNS TRANSITION (HELNS.KRATR2):

From KRATR on track 185° to cross HYKER between 7000 and 9000. Thence. . . .

LANDING RUNWAYS 10L/R: From HYKER on track 206° to cross VOODU at 5000 and at 210K, then on track 214° to DOUHH, then on track 278° to NNUTT, then on track 278°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING RUNWAY 21: From HYKER on track 186° to cross BATYL at 7000 and at 210K, then on track 160°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING RUNWAYS 28L/R: From HYKER on track 151° to cross LIQWD at 6000, then on track 151° to cross SSSUN at 210K, then on track 109° to SHYNE, then on track 108°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS:
LANDING RUNWAYS 10L/R: At NNUTT, turn left direct to BUXOM and execute ILS RWY 10L approach.
LANDING RUNWAY 21: At BATYL turn left direct to CREAK and execute LOC/DME RWY 21 approach.
LANDING RUNWAYS 28L/R: At SHYNE, turn right direct to NACIY and execute ILS RWY 28R approach.